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… avenue of social hygiene  

and-or other avenues 

which might prove 

more formidable 

to, preferences? 

For objecting parts of 

b. But remember  

b is still objecting  

or sum/some of b 

[parts of ] to hygiene; 

and if this objection transfers to not wanting a to earn to eat itself and or use, practice 

of course within  

edibility is/ are 

Variety factors including 

its usual | meaning: could 

                \/ 

most [like to] eat this? 

              Working 

    And if even with education and a’s affordability for b; not all of b wants this avenue of social hygiene; 

yes perhaps manifest to another, other forms of hygiene; should pertaining forms of b be put under 

arrest. -> 

   The point might be that let it be that a is a land-mine for all consenting b doesn’t mean that in the 

moments b parts will not consent that those b parts instead end any (in this case) social, hygiene 

avenues for earning a. [if even for itself] 

https://gouravolunteer.wordpress.com/2018/02/01/geo-political-about-part-one/
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    In the case of  

1418 

How to respond:  

   In the case that you are a private sponsor, un-named sponsor, or a sponsor with an alias [name] and 

perhaps such an alias that is not recognized by the general public  … and you find yourself put in unjust 

danger for such effort: you might respond by requesting that your sponsorship is cancelled and-or 

transferred of course your sponsorship being private or under alias; those that you request this change 

to, might laugh at you, mock you, and-or attempt to falsely arrest you. Nevertheless; these action 

attempts are only attempts; and it such more ->worthy to not sponsor, or continue to sponsor [and also 

in the same way] what brings you unjust harm. 

   How might you come to/under unjust harm: when sponsoring as if under-cover; well somebody who 

knows the deal: might publicly reveal: the sponsor of this locale structure goes to the public library 

everyday at 6 pm; and usually sleeps at the corner of Main and 1st street : in some cases other people 

this might be useful to be able to lactate [cited?] you for useful-ness; but for another some others’ 

knowledge it is the form of attempted unjust homicide. 

 

at which stage might you need to arrest b: 

[considerations] 

you are a [and again] b does not want you to eat and-or participate in other forms of hygiene; social 

hygiene.  

 

[addition as updated on 1418 /\ | as opposed to a private sponsor, closed sponsor, or sponsor using 

made-up name] 

 

what to be prepared, for: b finding a way to deny that it’s b that doesn’t want to intake in hygiene; b 

thus “discovering” , “finding” , and-or being told who, what a is; just like with b; a earning can be in 

partitions: and denying it’s a’s | \/ initiative and-or cause and-or earning.  

                                                   or a-s’ 

of earning measured; perhaps a percent-age of how production is converted to earning should be 

considered.  
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(remember to include religious significance, derivations to bounty) 

 

so, how much of production equates to a utilizable value and known as earning.  

when we evaluate how much our work or somebody’s work or somebodies’ ? works earn or rather 

produce in earnings; we might want to refer to an economics formula: and or we might want to create a 

spectrum of how to accurately assess earnings:  

-the value of one’s work production 

 

the bird of intellectual programs  

we would have to non-biasedly define and then apply value: to the intrinsic assessment of one’s work 

production in quick reflective application: after college I worked as a contractor [sp?] copywriter; the 

value of this work: I never really found out what was in terms of company policy : and I made little 

money, despite my college degree; and: I learned rapid and adept ways to correct syntax that were 

something like certified so I knew I wasn’t hallucinating; and what’s the value of moving through syntax 

or its various equivalents without making close to any, or regulary any needed not error; it might be like 

firing at a gun range where any miss results in the immediate unjust, undeserved rape of you and-or 

others. that seems of high value in any economy paid in cash or not; it is an efficacy of high value, and 

not transferable as cash.  

    although most would hardly suggest that to keep yourself and others, safe from unjust and 

undeserving rape; work at least briefly as a high-paced copywriter who isn’t somehow permitted to 

make errors.  
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    The common prescription which perhaps may be only slightly less difficult to get to in today’s day & 

age: might be to train in rape-kill combat and then ascertain this training as needed in actualized 

combat.  

   In intrinsic value what is the actual segregated difference of the two variety ?  

[t.b.c./] 


